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A B S T R A C T   

Context: The current technology revolution has posed unexpected challenges for the software industry. In recent 
years, the field of quantum computing (QC) technologies has continued to grow in influence and maturity, and it 
is now poised to revolutionise software engineering. However, the evaluation and prioritisation of QC challenges 
in the software industry remain unexplored, relatively under-identified and fragmented. 
Objective: The purpose of this study is to identify, examine and prioritise the most critical challenges in the 
software industry by implementing a fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (F-AHP). 
Method: First, to identify the key challenges, we conducted a systematic literature review by drawing data from 
the four relevant digital libraries and supplementing these efforts with a forward and backward snowballing 
search. Second, we followed the F-AHP approach to evaluate and rank the identified challenges, or barriers. 
Results: The results show that the key barriers to QC adoption are the lack of technical expertise, information 
accuracy and organisational interest in adopting the new process. Another critical barrier is the lack of standards 
of secure communication techniques for implementing QC. 
Conclusion: By applying F-AHP, we identified institutional barriers as the highest and organisational barriers as 
the second highest global weight ranked categories among the main QC challenges facing the software industry. 
We observed that the highest-ranked local barriers facing the software technology industry are the lack of re-
sources for design and initiative while the lack of organisational interest in adopting the new process is the most 
significant organisational barrier. Our findings, which entail implications for both academicians and practi-
tioners, reveal the emergent nature of QC research and the increasing need for interdisciplinary research to 
address the identified challenges.   

1. Introduction 

Quantum computing (QC) has received an increasing amount of 
attention in software engineering and information science disciplines 
[1]. It has inspired computer scientists, engineers and physicists, and the 
potential of its application is undeniably altering the current informa-
tion technology (IT) landscape [2]. A technology based on quantum 
mechanics, QC is capable of quickly solving complex calculations and 
simultaneously processing and transmitting information [3]. For 
example, the Google Sycamore quantum processor requires only 200 s to 
complete a task that would take a supercomputer 10,000 years to 

complete [4]. According to Arute et al. [4], the technology is ideal for 
many business transactions because it can effectively analyse data sets 
[5] with substantial knowledge and less computational time [6] while 
also enabling businesses to decipher data-driven patterns and thereby 
identify new opportunities. Multiple organisations, including IT giants 
such as Google, Intel and IBM, as well as start-ups such as Rigetti and 
IonQ, have recognised the potential of QCs [7]. Although QC’s appli-
cation is deeply established in some business sectors, such as industrial 
goods and pharmaceuticals [8]; a growing number of other industries 
and sectors have more recently acknowledged the potential of its prac-
tical applications [9]. For instance, the finance sector is increasingly 
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recognising the benefits of QC’s express data processing capacity [10]. 
QC applications are thus expected to increase dramatically in the future 
[1] as the business community recognises its important benefits in 
technology transformation and adopts it more widely [11]. 

Given the potential that this technology offers, both industry-based 
and academic scholars are increasingly exploring methods to improve 
its reliability [12]. While research on QC has thus grown, it has pri-
marily focused on developing technical aspects, such as software tools 
and technologies and quantum hardware [7]. Compared to the technical 
aspects, research efforts focused on identifying the challenges and 
prospects for advancing QC knowledge remain scarce [9]. For example, 
scholars have little understanding of potential QC applications in 
various industrial sectors for project management, quality improvement 
and delivery management [1]. This is a critical research gap because QC 
applications in sectors such as healthcare, finance and energy [13–15] 
have the potential to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of business 
processes. For example, quantum technologies (QTs) may be used to 
develop new drugs or materials or improve manufacturing processes 
[10]. Thus, it is imperative to investigate the key challenges that QC 
applications face in practice. 

Addressing such challenges, however, requires assimilating the 
fragmented knowledge on QC and identifying its boundaries. Moreover, 
because the application of QC daily industrial operations is less under-
stood [16], setting future agendas for this field requires understanding 
the barriers that hinder QC applications. To address these gaps, our 
study adopted a two-method approach. We first conducted a systematic 
literature review (SLR) of 103 articles to provide a comprehensive 
overview of the challenges associated with QC adoption. Next, we uti-
lised the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (F-AHP) to rank and identify 
the most significant challenges hindering QC application. Scholars have 
recently employed F-AHP to evaluate challenges associated with soft-
ware process improvement [17]. Extant studies have posited that F-AHP, 
a broadly applied multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) technique , 
can systematically categorise and prioritise factors [18]. To the best of 
our knowledge, our study is the first to utilise an MCDM approach to 
identify and rank the key challenges hindering QC adoption. We spe-
cifically raise and address the following two research questions (RQs): 

RQ1. What primary and broad challenges hinder the adoption of 
quantum computing (QC) in the computing industry? 
RQ2. What is the best method for modelling the challenges involved 
in successfully adopting quantum computing (QC) in the software 
industry? 

By answering these RQs, our study makes three valuable contribu-
tions to the state of the art. First, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the 
first attempt at systematically assimilating the extant research on the 
challenges associated with QC adoption or application in a specific 
sector. This is a significant contribution because the SLR allows us to (a) 
identify existing research gaps in the field and (b) outline a future scope 
for advancing academic research on QC adoption. This study can thus 
serve as a foundational source of knowledge for both practitioners and 
scholars who are interested in investigating the nuances of QC appli-
cation in software or other sectors. Second, our study’s use of F-AHP has 
the potential to inform and advance policy and public dialogue on QC 
adoption by identifying the most significant barriers that impede its full 
application. Our classification and ranking of the key challenges for QC 
adoption can shape the digital transformation trajectory of QC appli-
cation, especially because the identified barriers may also be relevant to 
allied technological fields. Finally, our two-pronged research strategy is 
a novel approach in QC research. Thus, our study makes methodological 
inroads in the field as the first to jointly apply two techniques, i.e. the F- 
AHP and SLR, to investigate QC adoption and the challenges therein 
[18]. 

2. Quantum computing: milieu and concepts 

In contrast to the classical bits, which consist of 0 or 1 or AND or NOT 
gates [14], the quantum system consists of “qubits”, or `multiple status 
quantum systems’ [16], which can take two superstition states. The 
qubit structure, in other words, is based on two possible orthogonal 
states: |0> and |1> [19]. Table 1. briefly outlines the evolution of QC as 
a field of study. 

Quantum computers are distinguished by the use of two principles 
from quantum mechanics: superposition and entanglement. Super-
position recognises that position and momentum are not fixed for sub-
atomic particles, as predicted by classical physical rules. Thus, a qubit 
can exist anywhere between 0 and 1 QC is basically is a classical in-
formation system based on `quantum mechanics’ containing the largest 
information unit with a qubit [5]. 

The other key concept of entanglement is based on concurrence 
measurement and `measures the degree of entanglement between two- 
body systems’ [20]. Entanglement increases the information density of 
quantum computers [21]. It is possible to prepare two qubits in an 
entangled state, which means that they will not act independently but 
rather collectively once prepared. This holds true even if the qubits are 
thousands of light-years apart [21]. The notion of quantum entangle-
ment (QE), in turn, is based on interconnectedness across space and time 
[22]. From an ontological perspective, [23] ’ entangled system cannot 
be fully described individually but bear properties that depend on their 
interaction with other elements and the properties of the overall system. 
The evolution of the QE concept in the literature, specifically in man-
agement studies, has emphasised its potential to offer new conceptual 
views for re-thinking the interaction between quantum elements [24]. 
Continued research on these concepts has advanced the notion of 
quantum algorithms (QA), which Deutsch first presented in 1985 [25]. 
These algorithms have the ability to solve well-known complex prob-
lems much faster than conventional algorithms [26, 27]. The emergent 
literature addresses the development of efficient algorithms to improve 
communication protocols and applications in various fields [14,28]. 

Recent scholarly work in QC also provides much insight into in-
dustries’ current application of cryptography concepts, such as `quan-
tum key distribution’, `encryption/decryption’, `signature 
authentication’ and `hashing’ [47,48]. For instance, research has 
explored QC’s potential to increase the privacy and security of infor-
mation using mixed-use QC and blockchain technology [13]. Distributed 
ledger technologies with QC may also enhance security for data trans-
formation and security robustness [49]. For example, QC coupled with 
blockchain can facilitate self-enforcement and self-authenticity without 
the need for intermediaries to verify the information source. However, 
little understanding exists regarding QC’s relevance for advancing cen-
tralised solutions, such as cryptocurrencies and blockchain [14]. 

Table 1 
Evolution of QC.  

1st 
Generation 
QC 

Implemented with `ion traps’ [29, 
30, 31] 

`kHz as physical speed’ and 
some `Hz as logical speed’ 

2nd 
Generation 
QC 

Implemented with `distributed 
diamonds’ [32, 33, 34], 
`superconducting quantum 
circuits’ [35, 36, 37] and linear 
optical [29, 38] 

MHz ranges as physical 
speed and their logical speed 
is in the kHz domain 

3rd 
Generation 
QC 

Implemented with `Monolithic 
diamonds’ [39], quantum dots [40, 
41, 42] or donor [43, 42] 

Physical layer speed is in the 
GHz range, logical speed is 
in the MHz range 

4th 
Generation 
QC 

Implemented with `Topological 
quantum computing technology’ 
[44, 45, 46] 

Currently in development 
and continuously evolving  
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3. Research design: systematic integrative literature review 
(SILR) 

We referred to the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews 
and meta-analyses (PRISMA) [50] guidelines to conduct our SLR and 
report its results [51]. The SLR is an appropriate method for our study 
because it can assist in (a) synthesising the existing literature and of-
fering a reference point for identifying future research agendas [52] and 
(b) identifying recent developments in a specific field of enquiry [53]. 
Researchers can utilise an SLR to critically and comprehensively discuss 
the existing literature in a field, identify associations of any phenomena 
being studied, explore limitations of the extant research and thereby 
offer a possible scope for advancing scholarly efforts [52]. SLRs are 
especially beneficial in information science and software development 
studies [53] and have been used perviously to inform researchers on QC 
[54, 9]. Recognising that the QC field encompasses a diverse interdis-
ciplinary research area, we specifically employed a systematic integra-
tive literature review (SILR) and ontological classification. Our use of 
the SILR was motivated by its allowance for the inclusion of published 
articles using quantitative or qualitative research approaches [55]. 
Following the logic and approach of Kitchenham [56], we conducted our 
SLR in three steps: (1) planning for the review, (2) conducting the review 
and (3) reporting the review results. 

3.1. Planning 

We utilised the three-stage literature search strategy [57] to identify, 
specify and evaluate the SLR evidence. We referred to previously pub-
lished SLRs in the present context and related areas to identify relevant 
databases and search terms to conduct the search (see Section 3.2) Fig. 1. 
shows the detailed process and steps followed to plan and execute this 

SILR. 

3.1.1. Research questions and scope 
Researchers have not yet fully outlined good practices and devel-

opment methodologies that can be implemented in real-life information 
systems to deliver QC benefits [16]. Moreover, scholars have posited 
that the current literature adopts a more experiment-focused approach 
towards QC adoption rather than understanding the mechanisms that 
can promote QC’s more efficient use [28]. Recently, [28] emphasised 
the need to focus on the theoretical limitations and details associated 
with QC adoption. 

Similarly, other scholars have called for exploration of QC’s new 
research possibilities [58]—for example, understanding the problems 
associated with its adoption in various sectors or fields of study. Such 
effort require evidence-based research to explore and understand the 
various challenges QC researchers face in adopting the technology [11]. 
Our SILR is positioned to answer some of these queries and contribute to 
the strategic IT literature by focusing attention on the challenges of QC 
adoption in the context of a specific industry, i.e. software. In answering 
RQ1, we uncovered the broad range of challenges associated with QC 
adoption in organisations operating in the software industry. We 
adopted an organisational perspective to assimilate the prior literature 
on the technological problems that hinder organisations’ performance 
and pose challenges to their QC adoption. We then answered RQ2 by 
employing the F-AHP to develop a prioritisation taxonomy of the po-
tential barriers to implementing QC. 

3.1.2. Search strategy 
We adopted a hybrid research strategy, defined as combining data-

base searches in digital libraries with iterative, parallel or sequential 
backwards and forward snowballing[53] . Following recommendations 

Fig. 1. SILR process and search results. 
Note: Sample search string: TITLE-ABS-KEY (‘Quantum computing’) AND DOCTYPE (OR)AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, ‘COMP’)) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, 
‘ENGI’)) TITLE-ABS-KEY (‘Quantum computing’)AND DOCTYPE (ar OR re) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, ‘COMP’) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, ‘ENGI’) OR LIMIT-TO 
(SUBJAREA,‘SOCI’) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, ‘MATH’) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, ‘ENVI’)) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA,‘MATE’) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, 
‘DECI’) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, ‘BUSI’) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, ‘ARTS’) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA,‘ECON’)) 
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by [53,59], we performed a keyword search in four digital libraries to 
ensure the best possible coverage of related articles. The search was run 
using the keyword `Quantum comput*’. Two authors conducted the 
entire search process in January 2021. To ensure that the sample 
showcased the evolution of QC research as it continues to mature, the 
screening criteria did not restrict the results to any specific time period. 

To create a data set of high-quality studies on QC without regard to 
the discipline, our review mined the databases of ACM Digital Library, 
Scopus, IEEE Xplore and Web of Science, which index the most relevant 
and highly reputed journals, especially in information science studies. 
We chose these databases as they allowed us to explore a broad range of 
disciplines and, therefore, adopt an inter-disciplinary lens for studying 
QC adoption, an appraoch that has also been followed by prior SLRs [51, 
60]. Recognising that direct search may not always identify all pertinent 
studies [61], however, we also conducted a citation-chaining snow-
balling process to retrieve additional relevant studies [51]. Citation 
chaining is a foundational step in most SLRs [51] and improves the 
rigour of the selection process [62]. Fig. 1. provides details of the SILR 
process and its steps. 

3.2. Selection of relevant articles 

The initial search resulted in 1920 articles, which were reviewed 
based on pre-determined inclusion (IC) and exclusion criteria (EC; see 
Table 2) adapted from prior SLRs [51]. Following the duplication 
removal (through Mendeley), screening and snowballing processes (see 
Fig. 2), the final sample selection resulted in 103 articles published in 
journals, books and conference proceedings (including 9 articles iden-
tified from snowballing). We opted to include book chapters (with ci-
tations) and conference papers because they can be value sources of 
state-of-the-art information. Moreover, conference proceedings pub-
lished in lecture series notes are extremely popular dissemination 
channels in the information systems domain. The selected conferences 
were highly valuable because they were indexed in various reputed 
databases [60]. After removing duplicates and applying the exclusion 
criteria to the remaining 478 articles, we used the titles to exclude 
0.39% on software modelling and 0.61% on the theory of QAs and other 
technical perspectives. 

3.3. Synthesis and dissemination 

The articles in the final sample were diverse and included case 
studies, review articles, etc. We used the content analysis approach to 
analyse the information in the selected articles. Both authors conducted 
the content analysis by consolidating a list of the key barriers to QC 
adoption identified in the reviewed literature. Following these efforts, 
we employed the F-AHP method to rank the barriers and thus identify 
the issues in QC adoption that should be prioritised in future 
investigations. 

3.4. Threats to validity: SILR 

While the SILR is a comprehensive method to understand the current 

boundaries of research, it is susceptible to specific limitations, which we 
identified in line with prior publications [63]. The first threat to the 
SILR’s validity is the choice of key terms and databases for identifying 
the appropriate studies. Second, while we made efforts to reduce the 
subjectivity of the analysis, its execution may nevertheless have been 
subject to certain biases, which, in turn, may have affected our findings. 
Finally, we sought to understand the extant research with a focus on the 
software industry, which may impact the generalisability of our findings 
to other industries and sectors. We implore future scholars to address 
our limitations in future QC research. 

4. Analysis and results 

4.1. Answering research question 1 

The fundamental benefit of QC technology is its ability to perform 
tasks quickly. While a traditional algorithm searches for information 
from a large dataset in the ̀ time square root of its size’ [64], the primary 
purpose of QC is to provide faster calculations and to remove the need 
for developing a set of queries to extract information; it has the potential 
to simultaneously examine many variables and thereby identify the best 
possible solution of many alternatives. Without a doubt, profound, 
radical innovation in IT and communication development has reshaped 
the information processing landscape in recent decades. QC has served 
as the leading technology in this transformation, offering a solution of 
confidentiality, authenticity and privacy [65]. 

As our literature review highlighted, achieving a scalable and func-
tional digital transformation requires maintaining a balance between QC 
and macro computers. Few scholars have even suggested that organi-
sations pursue a silicon QC platform for information processing [66]. 
Therefore, hybrid [67]—i.e. blended—quantum and classical ap-
proaches could be the foundation for powerful future applications . This 
type of system, which is also called `hybrid QC’ [68], involv[es] atomic 
and solid-state elements to combine the advantages of the various sys-
tems’ incompatible experimental setup. The QC literature [69] has 
revealed that organisations require a hybrid programming strategy that 
combines a quantum computer that handles the quantum chromosome 
as well as the quantum operators that modify the register, and a classical 
computer that evaluates the fitness function and manipulates the flow of 
the algorithm. In contrast, [70] asserted the need to switch entirely from 
classical computers to QC. Because of the problems associated with 
scaling up the number of qubits that can be practically realized so far, 
industrial quantum computers are not yet ready to completely replace 
classical supercomputers in their current form [9]. 

Our review suggests that the majority of prior research has concen-
trated on the application of QC [11, 14, 71] (see Table 3 for key concepts 
discussed in the QC literature). Moreover, the literature is characterised 
by a dearth of SLRs on QC [7], with the earliest literature reviews on QC 
discussing its conceptual development [58]. For instance, [7] provided a 
detailed view of quantum mechanics principles and identifies several 
research gaps but primarily focused on mapping the QC taxonomy and 
scalable quantum computer hardware. Another review addressed the 
data search applications over unsorted data [64]. [14] broadly 

Table 2 
Article selection criteria.  

Inclusion criteria (IC) Exclusion criteria (EC)  

i The articles must investigate the current state of development in quantum computing’s vital applications  
ii The article must contain an adequate description of QC trends and challenges  

iii Selected studies must offer applications in a variety of scientific disciplines and discuss integration challenges  
iv Articles must discuss practical implications and their challenges 
v Selected studies must be peer-reviewed articles, including book chapters (with citations), conferences pro-

ceedings and grey literature  
vi Selected literature must be written in English only  

vii vii. Selected studies must contain the string `quantum comput*’ in the title, abstract and keywords  

i We omitted articles written from the theory of QAs and other 
technical perspectives  

ii We excluded papers that were not peer-reviewed and not 
relevant to modern QC, including editorials, prefaces, poster 
papers and extended abstracts and studies that were pub-
lished at doctoral symposiums  
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examined QC’s current approaches and potential prospects in finance 
while [11] provided a detailed view of QC for energy system optimisa-
tion, including the potential opportunities and challenges. Additionally, 
multiple scholars have emphasised QC’s potential to offer solutions for 
sectors such as quantum chemistry [72], quantum machine learning 
[73], cryptocurrency [65] and international relations [19]. 

Despite the centrality of the literature on QC concepts and the 
diverse nature of the approaches to QC research, its practical applica-
tions have only recently been recognised [21]. Highlighting the diver-
gence of QC research approaches, studies have focused on its weaknesses 
and strengths [74], the complexity of quantum theory [75] and quantum 
computing ecosystem [76]. Still other studies have focused on technical 
issues [77], credit risk analysis [78] and security problems [79] as well 
as its potential applications to fault diagnosis [80], `computational 
molecular biology and bioinformatics’ [81] and solving routing prob-
lems [82]. 

QA is well established today and increasingly important for enabling 
the quantum computer to operate with increasing power. For instance, 
QA can be used for information processing [83] and is essential for 

implementing the power of quantum hardware [11]. Previously, QA 
generally operated by applying the concept of Shor’s algorithm [84]. 
Our review also finds that Grover’s algorithm (1994) [85], based on 
amplitude application which is commonly used for searching unstruc-
tured data, is emerging in QC. More recently, the quantum approximate 
optimisation algorithm, which is based on hybrid QC, has become 
popular and is used to solve graph theory problems [7,86,87]. According 
to Orús et al [14]., QA consists of five steps (see Fig. 2). QA can be 
applied to solve various financial problems, such as asset management, 
investment and retail banking [10]. 

Our findings reveal that the prior QC literature has focused primarily 
on examining the basics of QC technology development and its usability, 
but its understanding of QC’s current and future scope of applications in 
various industries is extremely limited. In 2008, the U.S. government 
released a quantum information policy (QIP) that explains the dove-
tailing of QT initiatives [88], which aims to develop devices that can 
simultaneously perform several of these tasks, namely, reliably store, 
process, and transmit quantum information. Hybrid quantum systems 
can simultaneously perform several of these tasks ([89] . As our litera-
ture review highlights, achieving a scalable and functional digital 
transformation requires achieving and maintaining a balance between 
QC and macro computers. Few scholars have even suggested that or-
ganisations pursue a silicon quantum computing platform for informa-
tion processing [66]. 

QC also offers a potential source of quantum information, known as 
teleportation [90], which can transfer data or information from one 
place to another [91] almost instantaneously [92]. Quantum telepor-
tation has the advantage of keeping the sender’s location private. If 
information can be transmitted without revealing the sender’s location, 
quantum teleportation has massive potential for knowledge-intensive 
industries [91]. The potential applicability of quantum teleportation is 
even more significant for protecting intellectual property rights. We 
posit that addressing QC challenges, especially for quantum teleporta-
tion, offers valuable benefits for redesigning information transmission in 
the privacy domain. 

Seeking to support and operate with QC, scholars have recognised 
that machine learning (ML) has the potential to revolutionise and 
transform the industry due to its broad industrial applications and 
control in real-time. The literature has thoroughly reviewed quantum 
ML and artificial intelligence (AI) [96], and scholars have discovered 
various challenges and potential applications in the context of AI. 
Quantum ML can improve the performance of neural networks based on 
the canonical classical feedforward and backpropagation algorithms 
[97]. According to [3], ML refers to an area of computer science in 

Fig. 2. The general quantum algorithm steps.  

Table 3 
Key concepts and definitions in QC research.  

Quantum mechanics Quantum mechanics establishes a novel ontology by 
recognising the inherent but unquantified 
characteristic features of reality in terms of the 
probabilities of experiencing reality in a variety of 
ways within a particular socio-material context [93]. 

Quantum teleportation Quantum teleportation can nevertheless assist in the 
teleportation of an intact quantum state from one place 
to another by a sender who knows neither the state to 
be teleported nor the location of the intended receiver ( 
[92] . 

Quantum machine 
learning 

Quantum machine learning algorithms find patterns in 
classical data by mapping the data to quantum 
mechanical states and then manipulating those states 
using basic quantum linear algebra subroutines[73] . 

Cryptograph Cryptography is the process of securing data in transit 
or stored by third party adversaries[65] . 

Quantum gates In Quantum gates reversible, the ancilla states are 
cleared, and only the valuable outputs are kept [58] . 
Quantum gates designed methods of high-fidelity 
three-qubit gates [94,95]. 

Quantum memories According to [58], The quantum memories store these 
quantum systems in a quantum register for information 
processing . 

Quantum central 
processing unit CPUs 

Quantum CPUs use a quantum bus for the 
communication between the functional elements of a 
quantum computer ([58] .  
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which patterns are derived (`learned’) from data to make sense of pre-
viously unknown inputs . ML has also provided a concept of learning 
scenarios to make sense of previously unknown inputs. ML `addresses a 
variety of learning scenarios, dealing with learning from data, e.g. su-
pervised (data classification) and unsupervised (data clustering) 
learning, or from interaction, e.g. reinforcement learning’ [96] . 

The literature has employed AI and artificial general intelligence 
(AGI) interchangeably. Both concepts are similar to designing a `truly 
intelligent’ agent [98] [96]. suggested that as its ultimate goal, ’AI states 
the design of an intelligent agent that learns and thrives in unknown 
environments. Despite this outlook, QC can pose many AI implementa-
tion challenges, such unreadiness to adopt QC due to the 
non-availability of technical resources and infrastructure and limited 
financial support from institutions for QC investment. There is an 
increasing need for developing technical competencies and strategies to 
help organisations overcome these challenges. We argue that a change in 
organisational processes is required as is an investigation of the tech-
nical competencies that positively influence readiness to adopt QC. 
Previous research has also explored various benefits of QC, such as more 
effective information processing [58] or enhanced energy cost effec-
tiveness [11]. The increased level of QC’s flexibility requires the 
development of post-post-quantum cryptography, which `consists of 
protocols of classical cryptography’ [99], and offers security against 
quantum computer attacks [86,100,101]. Cryptography is a mostly 
reliable security system for protecting communication and information 
[86], which is expected to benefit several industries/sectors, particu-
larly finance where verifiable and dependable communication is 
required and developing trusted transactions is essential. Many studies 
have proposed increasing recognition of cryptography as a source of 
trusted transactions. Meanwhile, security issues and the resources 
available for infrastructural development should be considered; these 
issues, in turn, could affect the adoption of QC amongst both start-ups 
and established organisations. 

We argue that procedures and governance mechanisms are required 
to realise cryptography’s potential benefits. Institutions can devise 
policy frameworks and regulations for cybersecurity law enforcement 
agencies to monitor and develop standards. As the literature has high-
lighted, the government has supported upgrading the QC infrastructure. 
Beyond this, however, there have been few other notable achievements 
in the realm of QC. For example, to develop national or organisational 
QC capabilities, a large number of nation states and commercial enter-
prises have invested in QC research. Chinese researchers have made 
significant strides in the realm of QC, for example, a quantum program 
has been devised that is expected to cost 10 billion USD over the next 
five years, with 3 billion USD of that amount dedicated entirely to the 
research and development of quantum computers [102]. Another 
initiative to accelerate the development of quantum information tech-
nology is the European Quantum Flagship Initiative, which is based in 
the United Kingdom. The Quantum Flagship Initiative, an ambitious €1 
billion undertaking, was conceived with the purpose of ensuring that 
Europe maintains its historical leadership position in QC [103]. 

Based on our SILR, we note the persistence of open research challenges 
and opportunities for study, especially because the design of distributed 
QC topics remains nascent [76]. Previous studies have also highlighted 
the need to overcome noise and qubits decoherence as another technical 
challenge. Decoherence [14], which refers to uncontrolled interactions 
between the system and its environment , causes interruption due to 
fragility and drops information from qubits to the environment, and it is 
the information that is imperative for data transformation [104] Table 4. 
details a comprehensive assimilation and reporting of challenges identi-
fied for QC research in the extant literature. 

Table 4 
Key potential challenges.  

Authors Key challenges 

[105] 
[99]  

• Resource availability and a requirement for software design.  
• Lack of resource understanding for the adoption of secure post- 

quantum blockchain. 
[106] 

[28]  
• Information processing remains in its infancy due to the 

unavailability of hardware.  
• Lack of necessary skills for conducting a quantum simulation 

[16]  • Lack of engineering design skills for software modernisation to 
embrace QC. 

[5]  • Algorithm architecture design and verification challenges for a 
quantum computer.  

• Lack of research on factors that mediate the collaboration between 
the academic community, industry and government. 

[107]  • Inadequate architectural support for quantum algorithm execution.  
• Organisations need to `address the optimisation requirements for 

efficient execution of large-scale quantum circuits’. 
[107] 

[32]  
• Scalability, `designing and fabricating large-scale superconducting’.  
• Room temperature poses a rather fundamental connectivity 

challenge. 
[108] 

[109]  
• Understanding short-term cost and long-term benefits. 

[21] 
[88]  

• Lack of financial support from public institutions to accelerate efforts 
to identify new research and development opportunities as well as 
the lack stability and continuity of funding. 

[110] 
[7]  

• Lack of consensus on technical standards and process of exchange of 
encryption key between two or more parties. 

[12] 
[15]  

• Challenges to implement intelligence QC.  
• Lack of research that considers the development of algorithm systems 

and structure. 
[19] 

[111]  
• Ascertaining different stakeholders’ rational expectations and 

perspectives especially in the field of international security.  
• Significant planning and multi-agent coordination. 

[112]  • Effective university-to-university, industry-to-industry and industry- 
to-university collaboration for the successful adoption of quantum 
information technology (QIT). 

[76]  • Lack of awareness of a new ecosystem for QC. 
[3]  • Software requirements for quantum ML for intelligent data 

integration. 
[14] 

[107]  
• Decoherence issues.  
• Encoding information and reliably storing it for extended periods in 

quantum RAM (qRAM). 
[113]  

[15]  
• Lack of computational capabilities for post-quantum cryptographic 

transformations. 
[15]  • Lack of comprehensive criteria for effective fault detection and 

diagnosis.  
• Design of deep learning models and architectures. 

[31]  • Scalability and quantification of resource performance for various 
benchmarks. 

[114]  • Lack of comprehensive criteria for next-generation cryptography 
standards. 

[115]  • Lack of resources for the development of software engineering 
education for QC.  

• Lack of studies on unexpected environmental failures. 
[88]  • Public security and privacy issues arising from QC. 
[116] 

[28]  
• Data processing challenges.  
• Lack of research on how and why a particular algorithm is developed 

with specific knowledge resources. 
[117]  • Algorithm development challenges for hybrid quantum computers.  

• Identification of data set and implementation for quantum machine 
learning. 

[14, 37] 
[15] 
[31]  

• Quantum hardware needs to be `scaled up to compete with classical 
hardware’.  

• Lack of quantum simulation in markets, including `financial 
services’, `health care’ and `logistics and data analytics’.  

• Fault detection and extending the lifetime of a quantum bit. 
[111]  • Computational challenges to support space vehicle design, `rover 

coordination’, `air traffic management’, anomaly detection, large 
data analysis and data fusion and advanced mission planning and 
logistics.  
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Fig. 3. F-AHP process flow model.  
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4.2. Answering research question 2 

To prioritise the identified key factors and their categories, we 
employed the F-AHP technique (see Fig. 3 for the process flow model), 
which enabled a thorough understanding of decision-making issues via 
multiple criteria. As the previous section acknowledged, amongst the 
research gaps in the QC literature is the lack of organisational capabil-
ities for accelerating and developing the algorithms necessary for rapid 
digital transformation. 

4.2.1. Methodology: F-AHP 
The AHP methodology utilised in this study has primarily been used 

to solve hierarchical fuzzy problems [18]. However, scholars have 
suggested various approaches to the decision-making process [18,118]. 
The most commonly used techniques and methods include ’quality 
function deployment’ (QFD), ’analytic hierarchy process’ (AHP), ’ana-
lytic network process `(ANP), ’elimination choice expressing reality’ 
(ELECTRE) and ’Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 
Solutions’ (TOPSIS) [119]. 

F-AHP is an extension of the AHP (see Fig. 3 for F-AHP process flow), 
a multi-criteria decision-making approach pioneered by [120]. The 
basic process of F-AHP is as follows. To define a fuzzy set, a membership 

function assigns values to elements based on their degree of membership 
within a given interval, typically [0, 1] (see Fig. 4). If the element’s 
value is zero, it does not pertain to the set (i.e. it has no membership). If 
its value is one, the element is fully integrated into the package (i.e. it 
has total membership). Finally, if the value falls within the interval, the 
variable has a degree of membership. Scholars have mainly employed 
fuzzy logic decision systems (FLDS) for management decision-making 
[121]. F-AHP has been posited as the most appropriate for under-
standing the prioritisation and evaluation of success factors in global 
software development [122], and the scientific literature is charac-
terised by a strong preference for the F-AHP concept over conventional 
AHP [122]. 

This is because the decision-maker’s subjective evaluations of critical 
challenges and success factors entail uncertainty. Additionally, F-AHP 
addresses the consistency of the preference expressed by a group during 
the judgement process and ensures that the decision is both stable and 
flexible [123]. 

We followed the subsequently described steps to execute the F-AHP 
in our study:  

• Step 1: Structure the problem (i.e. break the problem down into a 
hierarchy that includes objectives; see Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. F-AHP decision tree.  

Fig. 4. Fuzzy membership function.  
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• Step 2: Develop matrices to calculate the weight of each factor across 
the hierarchical levels.  

• Step 3: Calculate the normalised weights to arrive at the final 
rankings. 

We used a two-stage F-AHP method. First, based on the recommen-
dations of a previous study [122], we utilised a five-point Likert scale 
survey methodology to determine the critical barriers based on their 
importance. For a brief understanding of fuzzy AHP and arithmetic 
operations, please see [18]. The proposed F-AHP approach [123] can be 
explained as follows: 

Step 1: To calculate the performance scores, define the problem 
according to the criteria identified. The following equation can be 
used to determine the value of a fuzzy synthetic extent with respect 
to the ith object: 

Si =
∑m

j=1
Fj

gi ⊗

[
∑n

i=1

∑m

j=1
Fj

gi

]− 1   

To obtain the mathematical expression 
∑m

j=1Fj
gi, conduct the fuzzy 

addition operation of the m extent analysis in the following ways: 

∑m

j=1
Fj

gi =

(
∑m

j=1
f l

gi,
∑m

j=1
f m

gi,
∑m

j=1
f u

gi

)

To achieve the desired expression [
∑n

i=1
∑m

j=1Fj
gi]

− 1, perform the 
fuzzy supplement operation Fj

gi(j= 1,2, .....m) as follows: 

∑n

i=1

∑m

j=1
Fj

gi =

(
∑n

i=1
f l

i,
∑n

i=1
f m

i,
∑n

i=1
f u

i

)

Finally, compute the vector’s inverse: 
[
∑n

i=1

∑m

j=1
Fj

gi

]− 1

=

(
1

∑n
i=1f u

i
,

1
∑n

i=1f m
i
,

1
∑n

i=1f l
i

)

Step 2: Both As Fa and Fb triangular fuzzy numbers and define the 
degree at which 

Fa = (fla, fma, fua) ≥ Fb = (flb, fmb, fub) as follows: 
Y (Fa ≥ Fb) = sup [min (µ Fa (x), (µ Fb (x))] 
The equation can also be specified as below: 

Y(Fa ≥ Fb) = hgt(Fa ∩ Fb) = μFa
(d)

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if f m
a ≥ f m

b

f u
a − f l

b

(f u
a − f m

a) +
(
f m

b − f l
b
) f l

b ≤ f u
a

0 Otherwise

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

In this equation, `d’ is the highest intersection point between D, µFa 
and µFb. The values of Y1(Fa ≥ Fb) and Y2(Fa ≥ Fb) are mandatory for 
calculating P1 and P2. 

Step 3: Calculate the value of convex fuzzy numbers Fi (i = 1, 2, …, k) 
using the equation below: 

Y(F ≥ F1,F2,F3....Fk) = minY(F ≥ Fi)

The above equation assumes the following: 

d′

(Fi) = Y(Fi ≥ Fk)

for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ……………., n; k ∕= i. 
Each element’s weight vector can be calculated as follows: 

W ′

= (d′

(F1), d
′

(F2), d
′

(F3), .....d
′

(Fn)

Step 4: To determine the priority weight criteria, normalise and 
transform the weight vector’s outcomes into a non-fuzzy number as 
follows: 

W = (d(F1), d(F2), d(F3), .....d(Fn)

The value of W represents a non-fuzzy number, and Fi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
................., n) consists of n manifested elements. 

Step 5: When comparing pairs of matrices, it is critical to determine 
their consistency [124]. The obtained graded mean integration can 
be calculated as the reliability coefficient for defuzzifying the matrix. 
A triangular fuzzy number, N = (g, u, l), can be defuzzified to a crisp 
number as follows: 

Ncrisp =
(4g + u + l)

6
)

After calculating Ncrisp, it is necessary to ascertain the value of the 
`consistency index’ (CI) and `consistency ratio’ (CR). 

CI =
λmax − n

n − 1  

CR =
CI
RI 

Where λmax indicates the largest eigenvalue and n is the dimension of 
the pairwise comparisons. If CR is less than 0.1, the pairwise comparison 

Table 5 
Random consistency index (RI).  

Size of the matrix 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49  

Table 6 
Membership function and output interval fuzzy scale for criteria and sub-criteria 
ratings.  

Intensity of 
importance 

Definitions Triangular fuzzy 
numbers 

Triangular fuzzy 
reciprocal numbers 

6 Extreme 
importance 

9, 9, 9 0.11, 0.11, 0.11 

5 Very strong to 
extreme importance 

7, 8, 9 0.14, 0.12, 0.11 

4 Very strong 
importance 

6, 7, 8 0.16, 0.14, 0.12 

3 Strong importance 4, 5, 6 0.5, 0.20, 0.16 
2 Moderate 

importance 
2, 3, 4 0.5, 0.3, 0.25 

1 Equal importance 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 

Conversation scale adopted. 
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is considered consistent Table 5. presents the values for the random 
consistency index (RI) [124]. 

4.2.2. Applying F-AHP to prioritize QC adoption challenges and sub-criteria 
We employed the F-AHP approach step-by-step to determine the 

priority weight and categories of each success factor identified. F-AHP is 
critical to choose the appropriate challenges to implement QC and its 
sub-categories. To achieve this, we conducted an SILR and discovered 
various challenges (see Table 4). The questionnaire was designed to 
facilitate data collection (see Appendix 1: Survey questionnaire sample). 
Subsequently, we pilot-tested the draft survey questionnaire with 

academic professors and three experienced professionals to ensure its 
face validity and the appropriateness of the wording as well as the 
content of the items. We followed the guidelines to minimise common 
method bias (CMB) [125]. To this end, we carefully selected academic 
professors who had at least six years of experience in teaching software 
engineering courses and professional experts who had a high level of 
knowledge and experience in software technology development. We also 
interviewed five experts (computer and information science) via 
Skype™ to categorise the items into various dimensions. The experts 
evaluated the potential challenges (and questions formulated for the 
same) found through the and based on their feedback, we made a few 

Table 7 
Pairwise comparison of all criteria.   

IB MB OB STB Normalised weights 

IB 1 1 1 2 3 4 9 9 9 4 5 6 0.532 

MB ¼ 1/3 ½ 1 1 1 7 8 9 7 8 9 0.343 
OB 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/8 1/7 1 1 1 ¼ 1/3 ½ 0.042 
STB 1/6 1/5 ¼ 1/9 1/8 1/7 2 3 4 1 1 1 0.083  

Table 8 
. Pairwise comparison matrix of institutional barriers (IB).   

IB1 IB 2 IB 3 IB 4 Normalised weights 

IB 1 1 1 1 1/6 1/5 ¼ 2 3 4 ¼ 1/3 ½ 0.122 

IB 2 4 5 6 1 1 1 6 7 8 4 5 6 0.645 
IB 3 ¼ 1/3 ½ 1/8 1/7 1/6 1 1 1 4 5 6 0.127 
IB 4 2 3 4 1/6 1/5 ¼ 1/6 1/5 ¼ 1 1 1 0.106 

λmax = 4.2144, CI = 0.0714, CR = 0.0794. 

Table 9 
. Pairwise comparison matrix of management barriers (MB).   

MB1 MB4 MB4 MB4 Normalised weights 

MB1 1 1 1 7 8 9 6 7 8 6 7 8 0.674 

MB2 1/9 1/8 1/7 1 1 1 ¼ 1/3 ½ 2 3 4 0.092 
MB3 1/8 1/7 1/6 2 3 4 1 1 1 4 5 6 0.184 
MB4 1/8 1/7 1/6 ¼ 1/3 ½ 1/6 1/5 ¼ 1 1 1 0.049 

λmax = 4.1924, CI = 0.0641,CR = 0.0712. 

Table 10 
Pairwise comparison of all alternatives on organisational barriers (OB).   

OB1 MB2 OB3 OB4 Normalised weights 

OB1 1 1 1 6 7 8 6 7 8 2 3 4 0.631 

OB2 1/8 1/7 1/6 1 1 1 ¼ 1/3 ½ 4 5 6 0.130 
OB3 1/8 1/7 1/6 2 3 4 1 1 1 ¼ 1/3 ½ 0.114 
OB4 ¼ 1/3 ½ 1/6 1/5 ¼ 2 3 4 1 1 1 0.125 

λmax = 4.1645, CI = 0.0548, CR = 0.0609. 

Table 11 
Pairwise comparison of all alternatives on software technology barriers (STB).   

STB1 STB2 STB3 STB4 Normalised weights 

STB1 1 1 1 4 5 6 6 7 8 7 8 9 0.648 

STB2 1/6 1/5 ¼ 1 1 1 ¼ 1/3 ½ 2 3 4 0.109 
STB3 1/8 1/7 1/6 2 3 4 1 1 1 4 5 6 0.193 
STB4 1/9 1/8 1/7 ¼ 1/3 ½ 1/6 1/5 ¼ 1 1 1 0.049 

λmax = 4.1653, CI = 0.0551, CR = 0.0612. 
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minor changes to improve the questionnaire’s validity and readability. 
We also deleted two items from the management category and moved 
one item from the organisational category to the management category. 

The final survey questionnaire was distributed to 110 software 
computer professionals via email along with a cover letter and a copy of 
the survey to each professional. The barriers identified were categorised 
into criteria and sub-criteria. Our study identified 16 key challenges 
through the SILR and mapped them into four categories using expert 
evaluation as follows: software technology barriers (STB), management 
barriers (MB), organisational barriers (OB) and institutional barriers 
(IB). After categorising the barriers, we collected data pairwise from key 
respondents (Appendix 2: F-AHP survey questionnaire). We designed 
the F-AHP questionnaire survey in response to the findings of the initial 
survey study and the criteria that were established. Data was collected 
between June and August 2021 from experts responsible for developing 
QC and technologies across multiple platforms and sectors. We identi-
fied key professionals from LinkedIn, Facebook groups and various in-
dustry magazines and compiled their emails. To increase 
generalisability, we sent emails to randomly identified experts from the 
list, and to determine the critical barriers, we asked the respondents to 
make pairwise comparisons amongst four main categories that define 
QC barriers and all sub-categories within each of the four major cate-
gories. In total, we sent the questionnaire to 54 experts, out of which we 
received 21 responses (Appendix 3: Respondents’ background infor-
mation). To increase the response rate, we send follow-up emails after 
two weeks. 

Our sample size was similar to that of previously published studies on 
F-AHP [18]. For example, [122] collected data from 21 experts to pri-
oritise software process improvement using the F-AHP methodology. 
Our results show that the CR for the given criteria is within the threshold 
value < 0.10, which suggests that group decision-making is consistent 
across respondents. We tested the given CR using the method outlined in 
[126]. A large number of researchers in a variety of fields have recently 
adopted this approach Table 6. shows the membership function and 
output interval fuzzy scale for criteria and sub-criteria ratings. 

The pairwise comparisons of each sub-criteria—software technol-
ogy, management barriers, organisational barriers and institutional 
barriers—appear in Tables 7–11, respectively. Table 12 presents the 
global and local weights of pairwise comparisons between key 
challenges. 

4.2.3. Discussion on F-AHP findings 
Prioritising each criterion by the F-AHP global weight (GW) versus 

other local weights revealed some interesting findings. For example, 
Table 12 shows that significant planning and multi-stakeholder collab-
oration (IB2) is amongst the top-ranked global factors. The results also 
show that respondents acknowledged the lack of commitment to 
research and development initiatives (MB1) as a critical barrier. The 
third most critical barrier is the lack of government support for com-
mercialisation (IB3), which is amongst the most significant factors for 
implementing QC. 

A lack of understanding of market demand is another critical man-
agement barrier. A large and growing body of literature has examined 
the importance of QC in information and data privacy, but relatively few 
studies have described the importance of QC in education [127]. We 
assert that this research gap on QC education is a significant barrier that 
needs to be addressed. Prior research on QC has revealed various con-
trasting themes; however, more recent research has focused on teaching 
QC via a software-driven approach [128]. Recent opinions, such as those 
of [115], have distinguished between the software engineering (SE) 
education challenges of classical computing and those of QC. There is a 
rapidly increasing demand for a skilled workforce educated in the basics 
of `quantum computing’ and, in particular, in `quantum programming’ 
[128]. These challenges reflect the importance of building dynamic 
technical competencies to understand QC and SE’s characteristics. In 
addition, our results reveal that the highest-ranked local software 
technology barriers is the lack of resources for design and initiative 
(STB4), while amongst organisational barriers, it is the lack of organ-
isational interest in adopting new processes (OB3). These challenges 
have significant implications for the optimal allocation of resources to 
formulate policy initiatives aimed at implementing basic QC program-
ming in the curriculum [129]. The other major challenges offer many 
promising future research avenues to examine the impact of techno-
logical capabilities on organisations’ QC implementations. 

Similarly, multi-stakeholder collaboration is the highest-ranked 
institutional barrier. Such collaboration provides partners within the 
debate a central vision for linking their activities and sharing and 
combining resources [130]. Typically, collaboration with stakeholders is 
understood as collecting stakeholders’ suggestions, which are then 
considered in decision-making, and according to scholars [131], 
decision-making is central to the stakeholder theory. Organisations face 
challenges in effective decision-making in a fast-paced and unpredict-
able technological environment. QC makes decision-making easy, 

Table 12 
Local and Global priorities and their Ranking.  

Category Category Weight Success Scores Local weight Local Rank Global Rank Global Rank 

Institutional Barriers 
(IB) 

0.532 IB1 0.122 2 0.0649 13 
IB2 0.645 4 0.3431 16 
IB3 0.127 3 0.0675 14 
IB4 0.106 1 0.0563 11 

Management Barriers 
(MB) 

0.343 MB1 0.674 4 0.2311 15 
MB2 0.092 2 0.0315 9 
MB3 0.184 3 0.0631 12 
MB4 0.049 1 0.0168 6 

Organizational Barriers 
(OB) 

0.042 OB1 0.631 4 0.0265 8 
OB2 0.130 3 0.0054 3 
OB3 0.114 1 0.0047 2 
OB4 0.125 2 0.0175 7 

Software Technology Barriers 
(STB) 

0.083 STB1 0.648 4 0.0537 10 
STB2 0.109 2 0.0090 4 
STB3 0.193 3 0.0160 5 
STB4 0.049 1 0.0040 1  
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however, and it is thus critical to surviving in the digital environment. 
Primary and secondary stakeholders have a direct relationship with the 
firm and are important to firm success [132]. They further argue that all 
stakeholders with legitimate power and interest should participate in the 
firm to achieve benefits. In their model, Donaldson and Preston depicted 
all stakeholders in the same size and shape and placed them in the centre 
[131]. 

However, evidence on the impact of research and development 
(R&D) collaboration involving academics and industry remains scarce. 
Funding agencies in many countries could encourage academics to 
invest resources into understanding the transformative impact of QC on 
various sectors. Indeed, QC is crucial for enterprise R&D investment 
planning, public sector research and strategic development planning to 
identify emerging trends with disruptive potential as early as possible 
[133]. 

Previous research has emphasised firm application development 
performance as an essential antecedent in the successful commerciali-
sation of technology [134]. At this level of aggregation, scholars have 
argued that human and technical capital as well as manager mindfulness 
can influence the ease with which classical computers can be scaled up 
using QC. Initiatives such as designing smaller quantum computers may 
overcome the qubits coherence challenges and leverage the key benefits 
of QC for small and medium enterprises and new start-ups [11]. Inte-
grating the supporting infrastructure also has the potential to boost 
quantum information science and technology across many industri-
es—for example, by designing new materials, drugs and chemicals, 
simulating energy physics, machine learning, pattern and image recog-
nition and optimising supply chain and financial problems [112]. 

Improvements in these areas open new opportunities for R&D 
collaboration between industries and universities. At the same time, 
information processing and data security are usually considered domi-
nant in the QC literature. University–industry collaboration (UIC) 
studies have increased exponentially [135]. In contrast, the literature 
offers little evidence regarding various industries’ adoption of QC in the 
presence of stakeholders’ support or pressure. Concerning the technol-
ogy’s potential benefits, the QC view aims to reduce human involvement 
in handling big data and thus ensure that QC’s rapid information pro-
cessing capacity can provide results more quickly than classical 
computers. 

The lack of information on short-term cost (MB4) ranks high in the 
management category, while multi-stakeholder collaboration also has a 
high local and global weight. This shows that technology firms should 
focus more on increasing R&D collaboration for implementing and 
executing QC. Given that these firms’ commitment to resource avail-
ability and requirements vary in scope, the impact of institutional and 
organisational factors on system requirements for R&D initiatives re-
mains unclear. Studies on architecture design and engineering design 
highlight changes in the external automation environment, such as un-
derstanding long-term cost [108], the lack of consensus on technical 
standards in the exchange of encryption key information between two or 
more parties [7] and opportunities brought by distributed ledger tech-
nologies [49]. [136] argued that efficient standard formulation is key to 
promoting the industry’s competitiveness. Uncertain technical envi-
ronments make it difficult to predict and solve the evolving challenges 
[137]. Thus, a shift in a company’s digital infrastructure capability is 
necessary for developing consensus in response to these significant 
challenges and reconfiguring tangible and intangible digital assets. 

While addressing the above factors has the potential to enhance the 
commercialisation of QC, technology firms can play a crucial role in 
addressing many challenges at various levels. Our findings reveal that 
the role of organisational structure and effective intra-industry, 

industry–university and intra-university collaborations has been largely 
neglected in QC research, and these offer important areas for future 
research. 

5. Conclusion 

We identified potential barriers using an SILR, and using the F-AHP 
method, we ranked the categories of these barriers based on their sig-
nificance and prioritisation. Overall, we find a definitive scarcity of 
existing evidence about the potential barriers and challenges. Our re-
view suggests increasing interest in the development of QTs but less 
emphasis on QC’s commercialisation. Further, the F-AHP analysis re-
veals that the major barriers hindering QC adoption occur across four 
dimensions: management, software technology, management, institu-
tional and organisational barriers. According to our findings, the key 
causes of and most prominent barriers to QC adoption include the lack of 
technical expertise, reduced understanding of the market demands of 
QC applications and the lack of engineering and design methodologies 
for software development and verification. Through the SILR and F-AHP 
results, we demonstrate the need to increase R&D collaboration on QC 
investment decisions between industry and universities to develop 
hybrid quantum computers and improve quantum cryptography’s 
evaluation methods. The results conclusively indicate a growing need 
for developing technical competencies and strategies to help firms 
overcome these challenges. 

6. Theoretical implications 

Our study makes three important contributions with implications for 
research. First, through the SILR, we provide a comprehensive overview 
of the current state of research into QC adoption and identify various 
barriers that impact its adoption. Our findings advance scholarly efforts 
by assimilating information on the various approaches to QC research 
and its investigative contexts. We also highlight the key concepts and 
evolution of QC, which is fundamentally helpful for new scholars 
interested in this field of research. Our identification of the current 
boundaries of QC adoption research also benefits existing scholars who 
can use our findings to explore new issues and directions for advancing 
the state-of-the-art knowledge. We believe that our findings will 
encourage public dialogue on QC adoption and support the digital 
transformation trajectory upon which our society has embarked [16]. 

Second, our results imply the need for inter-disciplinary in-
vestigations into QC and for an intersecting interface for QC research 
amongst business administration, engineering, computer science, 
mathematics, physics and information science. Such efforts can facilitate 
a more nuanced understanding of the challenges and complexity of QC 
application, which is necessary because the information on these topics 
remains limited. For instance, more empirical studies from organisa-
tional and employee perspectives could deepen our understanding of the 
individual-, team- and organisation-level challenges on QC adoption or 
implementation. 

Finally, by adopting a dual-pronged methodological approach to 
identify and prioritise the barriers to QC adoption, we address prior 
scholars’ calls for an examination of the challenges and conditions that 
facilitate the development of QC. To our knowledge, our study is among 
the most comprehensive SILRs on the topic and pioneers the application 
of F-AHP to QC research. This is a significant contribution because the 
societal influence of emerging technologies will continue to increase as 
we become a progressively technology-centric society. We believe that 
QC will transform society and various fields, including finance, logistics, 
healthcare and entertainment, via its integrative application with 
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cryptography, ML and AI, which may provide enhanced digital security 
and data privacy. Our findings thus imply the need to develop technical 
competencies and strategies to enable organisations to reap the benefits 
of QC. 

7. Practical implications 

Our study offers recommendations for practitioners (such as de-
velopers, testers and R&D personnel) to facilitate QC implementation in 
various fields. First, although QC is an emerging topic among organi-
sations, our findings suggest that significant efforts are required from an 
organisational perspective to fully utilise its benefits. Quantum 
computing has evolved significantly in the last years and is becoming an 
increasingly mature area and will revolutionize the economic, indus-
trial, academic, and societal landscape. There has been successful 
adoption of QC in industrial applications for a decision support system 
and process improvement; still, there is a lack of understanding of its 
potential applications, required technological resources, and knowledge 
of how to bring its application into the mainstream sociocultural- 
environmental context. While the results provide QC developers and 
software engineers with insights into various organisational and man-
agement barriers, we suggest the need for intra- and inter-organisational 
studies to empirically validate our results. Such efforts could allow 
practitioners to fine-tune their current management strategies to maxi-
mise their resources and facilitate QC adoption more efficiently. 

Second, our results specifically imply the need for organisational 
documentation of the processes, requirements and inherent rules to 
redefine and align existing organisational infrastructure to enable QC 
adoption and implementation. For example, organisations must docu-
ment the processes involved in developing standards and procedures for 
handling quantum cryptography keys. Such efforts can help organisa-
tions and management to establish a detailed organisational structure 
that adds greater value to the organisational process for QC adoption by 
merging knowledge across functional departments to disseminate 
learning by sharing experiences regarding QC adoption. 

Third, we believe that practitioners can benefit from seeking active 
R&D and educational collaborations with stakeholders, including indi-
vidual scholars and university-based research groups. Such collabora-
tions have the potential to facilitate the development of a shared 
understanding of the usage and implications of QC applications and 
promote improvements in QC education to ensure the technological 
competencies and skills of the future workforce in this field. We imply 
the need for such collaborations at both local (i.e. individual nations) 
and global (i.e. across nations) levels to establish standard protocols, e.g. 
cryptographic protocols, in QC and thereby improve process imple-
mentation and efficiency. Moreover, such standards can help practi-
tioners to address technical problems (e.g. development of information 
processing capabilities) at a global level with inputs from multiple 
stakeholders. We believe that such collaboration will influence QC 
research and practice at both macro (i.e. setting global standards for 
technology development) and micro levels (i.e. setting goals for 
improving education and university curricula that align with each na-
tion’s workforce requirements). 

8. Future research directions 

Although the extant literature highlights the importance of QC via an 
increasing number of articles on QC advancements and applications 
[14], such as those asserting the value of ML [73], our SILR identifies 
specific knowledge gaps that indicate viable future research agendas. 
Future research must expand the knowledge boundaries of this field by 
improving conceptual knowledge on QC and the various application 

scenarios for this technology. For example, to understand the interplay 
between technological advancement and business strategies, scholars 
can focus attention on QC development and implementation specifically 
from the lens of strategic IT. Despite the broad utilisation of QC, stra-
tegic cost mechanisms must be developed to encourage enterprises to 
invest in software engineering requirements’ scalability, which requires 
empirical explorations. We urge scholars to adopt a management 
perspective for future research and utilise existing frameworks (e.g. the 
business canvas model) to understand the pros and cons of integrating 
QC with existing business models and strategies. 

Second, the existing literature discusses the benefits of QC adoption 
[99], but further empirical investigations are required to understand 
how organisations’ adoption of this technology can compete with clas-
sical hardware—for example, by measuring stakeholder expectations 
from QC and required hardware vis-à-vis traditional computing or 
identifying key requirements in material supply chains. Moreover, our 
review highlights the lack of software development initiatives, proto-
type formations and task composition requirements discussed from the 
QC adoption perspective, which could be promising for commercialising 
QC applications. 

Third, our findings emphasise that the process of adopting QC is 
fraught with daunting challenges, many of which surround existing 
practices and expectations, e.g. the importance of scalability and the 
quantification of resource performance [31]. Because QC adoption re-
mains a persistent challenge for many industries, we urge scholars to 
study the potential of the technology assimilation process to reduce the 
organisational learning burden and facilitate organisations’ adoption of 
new technology [138]. We also suggest that future scholars employ 
theories from fields such as mathematics, management studies and in-
formation systems science to conduct in-depth investigations of the 
factors that could facilitate QC adoption. For example, the dual-factor 
[63] theory may be a viable framework for the concurrent study of 
the facilitators and inhibitors of QC adoption in organisational settings. 
While our findings identify some such facilitating (benefits) and inhib-
iting (barriers) factors, scholars can explore others identified in extant 
literature as well. Further, our findings demonstrate the differential in-
tensity of challenges that organisations may face during QC adoption. 
For example, compared to larger firms, small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) may find it much more difficult to implement QC. The use of the 
suggested theoretical frameworks may thus assist scholars in comparing 
and distinguishing QC adoption enablers and challenges for larger IT 
firms versus SMEs and start-ups. Our findings suggests increasing in-
terest in the development of quantum computing technologies, but there 
is less emphasis on the commercialization of QC and tackling the value 
chain issues. 

Unsurprisingly, the IT industry is collectively geared towards pur-
suing new computation opportunities to advance data transformation, 
communication, information security, data privacy and protection [28]. 
We believe that future scholars’ focus on niche QC applications, e.g. 
cryptography and blockchain, must become more prevalent to promote 
this digital transformation. Such advances will significantly benefit 
scholars and practitioners’ efforts to address global issues, including 
data protection. Our findings provide a foundation for future research, 
and despite the limitations of our study, we urge future scholars to utilise 
our results to advance research in QC, which is an emergent yet critical 
area of enquiry. 
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Appendix 1. Survey questionnaire sample  

This section contains a list of the challenges for QC adoption that have been identified as well as their respective categories. Please provide feedback on a five-point Likert scale by 
checking the appropriate box on the following page. 
For example, if you consider the `lack of architecture design and verification’ as a significant factor for QC adoption, click on either `Strongly disagree’ or `Strongly agree’ based on 
your understanding and knowledge in the field. 
(SD = Strongly disagree, D = Disagree, N= Neutral, A= Agree, SA = Strongly agree) 

Software technology barriers SD D N A SA 
STB1 Lack of awareness on technology eco-system 1 2 3 4 5 
STB2 Lack of architecture design and verification 1 2 3 4 5 
STB3 Lack of technical expertise on digital transformation 1 2 3 4 5 
STB4 Lack of technical expertise to improve information processing with accuracy 1 2 3 4 5 
Management barriers SD D N A SA 
MB1 Lack of commitment to research and development initiatives 1 2 3 4 5 
MB2 Lack of engineering design for QC software modernisation 1 2 3 4 5 
MB3 Lack of understanding of market demand 1 2 3 4 5 
MB4 Lack of information on short-term cost 1 2 3 4 5 
Organisational barriers SD D N A SA 
OB1 Risk of generating low revenue 1 2 3 4 5 
OB2 Lack of comprehensive cryptography standards 1 2 3 4 5 
OB3 Lack of organisational interest in adopting a new process 1 2 3 4 5 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued ) 

OB4 Resource availability for software design 1 2 3 4 5 
Institutional barriers SD D N A SA 
IB1 Lack of university–industry cooperation 1 2 3 4 5 
IB2 The need for significant planning and multi-stakeholder collaboration 1 2 3 4 5 
IB3 Lack of government support for commercialisation 1 2 3 4 5 
IB4 Lack of resources for design and implementation of new education programmes 1 2 3 4 5  

Appendix 2. Pairwise comparison questionnaire sample  

(continued on next page) 
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(continued ) 

This questionnaire captures the extent of understanding and judgments about the key factors that hinder quantum computing adoption. Perform the pairwise comparison of the success 
factors and the given categories using checkmarks. For example, the respondents are requested to put a checkmark on the pairwise comparison matrices; if the desired choice is more 
important than the one matching on the right side, respondents should mark on the left side of the questionnaire. 

Equal importance 
(1, 1, 1) 

Moderate 
(2, 3, 4) 

Strong 
(4, 5, 6) 

Very strong 
(5, 6, 7) 

Strong to extreme importance 
(6, 8, 9) 

Extreme importance 
(9, 9, 9) 

Pairwise comparison of the identified factors and categories 
Software technology barriers STB1 Lack of awareness on technology eco-system 

STB2 Lack of architecture design and verification 
STB3 Lack of technical expertise on digital transformation 
STB4 Lack of technical expertise to improve information processing with accuracy 

Management barriers MB1 Lack of commitment to research and development initiatives 
MB2 Lack of engineering design for QC software modernisation 
MB3 Lack of understanding of market demand 
MB4 Lack of information on short-term cost 

Organisational barriers OB1 Risk of generating low revenue 
OB2 Lack of comprehensive cryptography standards 
OB3 Lack of organisational interest in adopting a new process 
OB4 Resource availability for software design 

Institutional barriers IB1 Lack of university–industry cooperation 
IB2 The need for significant planning and multi-stakeholder collaboration 
IB3 Lack of government support for commercialisation 
IB4 Lack of resources for design and implementation of new education programs  

Appendix 3. Profile details of survey respondents  

S. no. Title Department Experience in years Location 
1 Software engineer Engineering 7 Finland 
2 Quantum architecture engineer Project management 4 Finland 
3 Front-end engineer Quality control 11 Australia 
4 Quantum systems development engineer Technology development 13 Canada 
5 Product manager Project management 9 USA 
6 Software quality manager Quality control 16 Finland 
7 Quantum computing architect Software development 4 China 
8 Software designer Engineering 14 Russia 
9 Quantum technology developer Technology development 7 Australia 
10 Quantum business developer Project management 6 China 
11 Project leader in quantum information science Management information system 7 USA 
12 Quantum algorithm researcher Engineering 9 Germany 
13 Quantum computational scientist Management information system 10 Canada 
14 Team leader in QC Software development 4 Finland 
15 Quantum software engineer Software development 5 Finland 
16 Software developer Software development 8 Canada 
17 Software engineer Process improvement 5 Canada 
18 Agile software project manager Business function 6 Germany 
19 Continuous process improvement Software development 4 China 
20 Manager - quality assurance Business function 6 Estonia 
21 Quantum technology researcher Engineering 3 Estonia  
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